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a condition of membership, dentists agree to follow CDA's Code
of Ethics, including detailed advertising guidelines which pur
portedly help members comply with California law. CDA as
serted, and the court accepted, that "the state Board of Dental
Examiners generally does not pursue violations of state laws
on advertising by dentists, and CDA has attempted to fill in the
gap with its own enforcement efforts."
The FTC filed a complaint against CDA, alleging that its
application of its advertising guidelines restricts truthful,
nondeceptive advertising-a violation of federal antitrust law
and the FTC Act. After a trial by an administrative law judge,
the Commission found that CDA's restrictions on price
advertising were unlawful per se, and that its non-price ad
vertising guidelines were unlawful under the abbreviated
"quick look" rule of reason analysis. The Commission issued
a cease and desist order restricting CDA from enforcing its
advertising guidelines.
On appeal, the Ninth Circuit held that-despite CDA's
nonprofit status-the FTC has jurisdiction over CDA because
CDA "is engaged in substantial business activities that pro
vide tangible, pecuniary benefits to its members ....The FTC
is not purporting to regulate the CDA's charitable or educa
tion activities; . . . the Commission is concerned with CDA be
havior that directly affects the profitability of its members'
practices. Under these circumstances, the FTC properly

exercised jurisdiction over the CDA." On the merits, the court
upheld the FTC's cease and desist order. Although it disagreed
that CDA's advertising restrictions are per se unlawful, it sus
tained the Commission's use of the abbreviated "quick look"
rule of reason analysis and its conclusion that CDA's price
advertising restrictions are unreasonable. "The restrictions
CDA placed on price advertising amounted in practice to a
fairly 'naked' restraint on price competition itself.... [P]rice
advertising is fundamental to price competition-one of the
principal concerns of the antitrust laws." The court also sus
tained the FfC's finding that CDA's nonprice advertising re
strictions are unlawful. "These restrictions are in effect a form
of output limitation, as they restrict the supply of informa
tion about individual dentists ....Limiting advertisements about
quality, safety and other non-price aspects of service prevents
dentists from fully describing the package of services they
offer, and thus limits their ability to compete."
At this writing, the U.S. Supreme Court has not yet is
sued its decision.
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he Medical Board of California (MBC) is a consumer
protection agency within the state Department of Con
sumer Affairs (DCA). The 1 9-member Board consists
of twelve physicians and seven public members. MBC mem
bers are appointed by the Governor (who appoints all twelve
physicians and five public members), the Speaker of the As
sembly (one public member), and the Senate Rules Commit
tee (one public member). Members serve a four-year term
and may be reappointed to a second term. The Board is di
vided into two autonomous divisions: the Division of Licens
ing and the Division of Medical Quality. The Board and its
divisions are assisted by several standing committees, ad hoc
task forces, and a staff of 250 who work from 12 district of
fices located throughout California.
The purposes of MBC and its divisions are to protect
consumers from incompetent, grossly negligent, unlicensed,
impaired, or unethical practitioners; enforce the provisions
of the Medical Practice Act, Business and Professions Code
section 2000 et seq.; and educate healing arts licensees and
the public on health quality issues. The Board's regulations
are codified in Division 1 3, Title 1 6 of the California Code of
Regulations (CCR).

MBC's Division of Licensing
(DOL), composed of four physicians
and three public members, is responsible for ensuring that all
physicians licensed in California have adequate medical edu
cation and training. DOL issues regular and probationary
licenses and certificates under the Board's jurisdiction, ad
ministers the Board's continuing medical education program,
and administers physician and surgeon examinations for some
license applicants. DOL also oversees the regulation of medi
cal assistants, registered dispensing opticians, research psy
choanalysts, and lay midwives.
In response to complaints from the public and reports
from health care facilities, the Division of Medical Quality
(DMQ)-composed of eight physicians and four public mem
bers-reviews the quality of medical practice carried out by
physicians and surgeons. DMQ's responsibilities include en
forcement of the disciplinary, administrative, criminal, and
civil provisions of the Medical Practice Act. DMQ's enforce
ment staff receives and evaluates complaints and reports of
misconduct and negligence against physicians, investigates
them where there is reason to suspect a violation of the Medi
cal Practice Act, files charges against alleged violators, and
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investigator caseload to a relatively manageable level of
20 or fewer per investigator.
At the end of February, CMA circulated a "white paper"
on the proposed fee increase. The trade association acknowl
edged that "from a purely budgetary standpoint, several fac
tors point to the possible need for an increase ." These factors
include Governor Davis' support for a cost-of-living increase
in state employees' salaries, DCA's intent to replace a badly
outdated computer system with a Department-wide system, and
the fact that MBC's reserve fund is projected to fall below the
required minimum this year. However, CMA is unpersuaded
that MBC needs more investigators. The white paper states
that CMA's Board of Trustees is concerned, "on the basis of
individual cases which have come to CMA's attention," that
MBC is misprioritizing its investigative and prosecutorial re
sources . CMA's white paper listed 1 4 "reform proposals" and
indicated possible support for a fee increase at some level only
"if a substantial number of our reform proposals are adopted."
On February 26, Senator Kevin Murray introduced SB
1 045, CMA's competing fee bill which would afford the Board
an unspecified fee increase in exchange for substantive
MAJ O R P ROJE CTS
changes in MBC's procedures and disciplinary authority.
Some of the more significant changes are as follows:
MBC Fee Increase Bill Stalls Again
• Sections 1 and 2 of the bill would deprive MBC's enforce
MBC's hopes that the 1 999 legislative year would result
ment system of information about substance-abusing phy
in a licensing fee increase have been dashed again due to the
sicians who have taken a leave of absence from their hos
tactics of the California Medical Association (CMA).
pital privileges to enter inpatient drug/alcohol treatment.
The Board has been seeking
This information, which is cur
a fee increase for several years,
rently required to be reported to
M BC's hopes that the 1 99 9 legislative year
primarily to enable it to bolster its
MBC's Enforcement Program un
would result in a licensing fee increase have
investigative staff. MBC has not
der Business and Professions Code
been dashed again due to the tactics of the
increased its licensing fees since
section 8 05, would instead be re
California Medical Association.
1 994, and it has not increased its
ported to MBC's Diversion Proinvestigative staff since 1 992 .
gram under section 82 1 .5. DMQ
Since that time, it has suffered a 60% increase in the number of
is currently undertaking a comprehensive review of its Di
complaints received (from 6,749 received in 1 992-93 to 1 0,8 1 6
version Program (see below).
received in 1 997-98) without any corresponding increase in
• Section 4 of the bill would require MBC's executive direc
the number of investigators . [ 16: 1 CRLR 47-49J In addition,
tor to review any prosecution where the combined amount
Medical Board investigators carry higher caseloads than do
of time expended on the case by DMQ investigators and
investigators at other state agencies-over 30 cases per inves
HQES prosecutors exceeds 200 hours, and authorize the
tigator as ofJune 30, 1 998-despite the Auditor General's 1 991
executive director to "terminate the investigation or pros
admonition to the Board to reduce average investigator
ecution or take other appropriate steps to ensure that the
caseloads to levels existing at other agencies (5-7 cases per
Board's resources are being appropriately utilized."
investigator at the Department of Justice's Bureau of Narcot
• Section 5 would essentially require DMQ investigators
ics Enforcement, and 8-1 0 cases at DOJ's Medi-Cal Fraud
and HQES prosecutors to give a Miranda-type warning
Unit) . [ 11: 3 CRLR 48-49, 82-84] This excessive caseload level
to
physicians who are called in for investigative interviews,
has caused high attrition and low morale among investigators .
and
would restrict the circumstances under which such
At the request of MBC, Assembl ymember Susan
interviews
may be tape-recorded.
Davis introduced AB 265 on February 2. The bill would
•
Section 6 would exempt physicians-and only physi
increase physician biennial renewal fees from $600 to

prosecutes the charges at an evidentiary hearing before an
administrative Jaw judge (ALI) from the special Medical
Quality Hearing Panel within the Office of Administrative
Hearings . In enforcement actions, DMQ is represented by
legal counsel from the Health Quality Enforcement Section
(HQES) of the Attorney General's Office . Created in 1 991 ,
HQES is a unit of deputy attorneys general who specialize in
medical discipline cases. Following the hearing, DMQ re
views the ALJ's proposed decision and takes final disciplin
ary action to revoke, suspend, or restrict the license, or im
pose other appropriate administrative action . For purposes of
reviewing individual disciplinary cases, DMQ is divided into
two six-member panels (Panel A and Panel B), each consist
ing of four physicians and two public members. DMQ is also
responsible for overseeing the Board's Diversion Program
for physicians impaired by alcohol or drug abuse.
MBC meets approximately four times per year. Its divi
sions meet in conjunction with and occasionally between the
Board's quarterly meetings; its committees and task forces
hold additional separate meetings as the need arises.

$690. The Board stated that the additional $4 million
generated annually by this increase would allow it to
continue its operations at their curren t level of effi
ciency, improve timelines for investigating complaints
(which currently take about a year), and reduce average
24

cians-from Business and Professions Code section
1 25 .3's "cost recovery" mechanism under which a disci
plined licensee may be required to reimburse the agency
for its investigative and enforcement costs incurred up to
the first day of the evidentiary hearing.
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association also sponsored AB 27 1 9 (Gallegos) (Chapter 301 ,
Statutes of 1 998), which imposes a statute of limitations on
MBC's filing of accusations against physicians. AB 271 9,
which became effective on August 17, 1 998, exacerbates
MBC's need for more investigators because it requires the
Board to file accusations within three years of the Board's
discovery of the event which is the factual basis for the accu
sation, or within seven years of the event itself (whichever
occurs first) . [16: 1 CRLR 49, 57J The 1 998 Gallegos bill did
not state whether it is prospective only or whether it applies
to accusations pending on its effective date. AB 75 1 (Gallegos)
would expressly apply AB 27 l 9's statute of limitations to all
accusations pending on August 1 7, 1 998 and filed thereafter.
Further, AB 75 1 (like SB 1 045) would do away with "cost
recovery" under Business and Professions Code section 125.3,
and authorize MBC to utilize outside counsel instead of the
• Business and Professions Code section 2234(c) currently
Attorney General's Office.
authorizes MBC to discipline a physician for "repeated neg
The three bills collided in the legislature in late April. AB
ligent acts." According to the white paper, CMA has found
265 cleared the Assembl y Consumer Protection
two cases in which it believes MBC has "inappropriately
Committee on March 24 and was scheduled for a hearing in
bifurcat[ed] a single event or a single course of treatment
the Appropriations Committee. AB 75 1 was passed by the As
into segments which were then charged as 'repeated' negli
sembly Health Committee with several amendments on April
gent acts." Thus, section 8 of the bill would amend the
27. Having triggered considerable opposition, SB 1 045 was
definition of "repeated negligent acts" as a basis for disci
headed for a contentious April 2 6 hearing before the Senate
pline to exclude "negligent acts that occur during a single
Business and Professions Committee. The Attorney General 's
course of treatment ... unless those acts constitute a pattern
Office, the Center for Public In
of conduct reasonably likely to
terest Law (CPIL), and Consumer
jeopardize patient safety."
The Attorney General's Office, the Center for Attorneys of California all wrote
• Section 9 would add a new ba Public I nterest Law, and Consumer Attorn eys lengthy letters opposing SB 1 045.
sis for discipl ine: the provision of California all wrote lengthy letters opposing The AG particularly objected to
of expert med ical testimony SB 1 04S.
the elimination of section 805 re
which "substantially deviates
ports for physicians with sub
from a recognized professional standard of care relevant
stance abuse problems and to CMA's proposed amendment of
to the case."
the definition of the term "repeated negligent acts." CPIL op
posed both the specific contents and the general concept of the
• Section 1 3 would amend the section of law which permits
bill,
arguing that it is inappropriate for any trade association to
the Attorney General' s Office to charge agencies for legal
dictate
to the government agency which regulates its mem
services it provides. The bill would establish special re
bers--especially
an agency expressly charged with consumer
quirements which only HQES must meet, including bill
protection
as
its
highest
priority-the level of resources it will
ings derived from contemporaneous documentation of
receive
and
the
conditions
under which it will receive them.
hours expended, and original contemporaneous documen
CPIL
also
noted
that
it
is
particularly
inappropriate for CMA
tation showing, for each attorney involved, the date and
to
attempt
to
micromanage
the
Medical
Board's enforcement
hours expended in at least 1 5-minute increments, the
system,
because
CMA
agreed
to
support
a strong and aggres
specific issue involved which warranted the hours ex
sive
physician
discipline
system
in
exchange
for the cap on
pended, and a descriptive classification or specific identi
noneconomic
damages
in
medical
malpractice
cases
it secured
fication for the hours expended.
in the Medical Injury Compensation Reform Act of 1 975 (MI
• Section 14 would create a "strike force" within the Attor
CRA). [16: 1 CRLR 47-49]
ney General's Office to investigate alleged violations of
Rather than permit these issues to be hashed out in the
the ban on the corporate practice of medicine. This provi
legislature, Attorney General Bill Lockyer intervened and sug
sion would require HQES to divert MBC's resources cur
gested to the bills' authors that all three bills be converted into
rently used to prosecute physicians who have injured pa
two-year bills, to enable MBC, CMA, and the AG's Office to
tients to the prosecution of corporations which have prac
negotiate the issues raised by the b ills. All three authors agreed,
ticed medicine.
and Senator Murray cancelled the April 26"hearing on SB 1 045.
C ompl icating matters is the penden cy of AB 75 1
Thus, the parties will attempt to hammer out their differences
(Gallegos), sponsored by an association of defense attorneys
before the legislature reconvenes in January 2000. In the mean
who represent physicians in MBC disciplinary matters. That
time, MBC will have to make do with its current fee level.
Section 7 would require DMQ to adopt the following prior
ity list for investigations and prosecutions: ( 1 ) sexual mis
conduct with one or more patients where the physician pre
sents a danger to the public; (2) repeated acts of excessive
prescribing, furnishing, or administering of controlled sub
stances, or repeated acts of prescribing, dispensing, or fur
nishing of controlled substances without a good faith prior
examination of the patient and medical reason therefor; (3)
fraud involving multiple patients; (4) drug or alcohol abuse
by a physician involving death or serious bodily injury to a
patient; (5) an extreme departure from the standard of care
or gross negligence which results in death or serious bodily
injury to one or more patients, such that the physician pre
sents a danger to the publ ic; and (6) incompetence which
results in death or serious bodily injury to a patient.
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is admitted and his/her license is removed pending evalua
tion and treatment. According to Dr. O 'Connor, "license sus
pension is a very important part of the process" during evalu
On January 20, DMQ's Diversion Program Task Force
ation, treatment, and even post-treatment ("to see if the treat
held a daylong public hearing in San Diego to receive testi
ment took"). When the l icense is restored, a participant is
mony from Diversion Program staff about the functions and
permitted to work only under very strict monitoring circum
operations of the Program, along with comments from critics
stances. The pilot is then required to undergo a complete physi
and supporters of the Program. The Diversion Program is a
cal evaluation every six months (which may include a drug
nondisciplinary track for physicians with substance abuse
screen).
problems. Participants are required to sign a contract with
Next, various Diversion Program staff addressed the Task
the Program and adhere to all the terms and conditions in the
Force. Janis Thibault, one of the Diversion Program's five
contract, which include group
case managers, described the pro
meeting attendance, random urine
cess from intake through release.
testing, abstinence from drug/al DMQ created the Task Force in February 1 998 Once a physician makes initi al
cohol use, and workplace moni to as c e rtain exactly how the D iv e rsion contact with the Program in Sac
toring. In exchange for compli Program functions, why it costs $800,000 per ramento, he/she talks to a licensed
ance, participants are permitted to year, whether it is properly located within the therapist who takes a history of the
rehabilitate in absolute confiden Medical Board, and whether it provides the physician's drug/alcohol use and
tiality from both MBC's Enforce public protection demanded by law.
abuse and the circumstances of the
ment Program and public knowl
referral to the Program. The phy
edge, and are immune from disciplinary action for self-abuse
sician is also put in contact with a local group facilitator, and
of drugs or alcohol (which is otherwise a disciplinable of
required attendance at group support meetings begins fairly
fense). DMQ created the Task Force in February 1 998 to as
quickly. During the first few weeks in the Program, urine test
certain exactly how the Diversion Program functions, why it
ing begins, and the Program focuses on a physical assess
costs $800,000 per year, whether it is properly located within
ment of the physician to determine whether he/she is capable
the Medical Board, and whether it provides the public pro
of practicing medicine safely. According to Thibault, "we
tection demanded by law. [16:1 CRLR 1, 52]
recommend a multidimensional four-day evaluation and as
Garrett O'Connor, MD, Associate Professor of Psychia
sessment on an inpatient basis. This is especially desirable if
try at UCLA, addressed the Task Force on the disease of ad
the physician is denying that he/she has a problem." Based
diction. In personal recovery for over 20 years, Dr. O'Connor
on the results of the evaluation, the physician may be required
has been a member of one of the Diversion Program's Diver
to enroll in a formal inpatient or outpatient drug treatment
sion Evaluation Committees for eight years, and has been
program; if so, he/she is referred to a treatment facility "which
involved in evaluating airline pilots who are suspected of
specializes in health professionals and which provides the
chemical dependency. He stated that although the prevalence
reporting that we require."
of alcoholism in health professionals is the same as it is for
Within the next several months, all of the physician's
the general population, the prevalence of narcotic addiction
records and the results of the evaluation are prepared for pre
is 30 times greater in physicians than in the general popula
sentation to one of five Diversion Evaluation Committees
tion, because physicians have ready access to drugs. Dr.
(DECs), regional groups consisting of five individuals (three
O'Connor characterized addiction as a "treatable fatal dis
physicians and two non-physicians) experienced in detecting
ease." Instead of direct confrontation and treatment, however,
and/or treating chemical dependency. The DEC is responsible
societal reactions to alcoholism and drug addiction generally
for structuring the formal Diversion Program agreement. Af
involve "denial, minimalization, rationali zation, conflict
ter the physician signs the agreement, the role of Diversion
avoidance, and refusal to confront." In his view, treatment
Program staff is to ensure compliance with the terms of that
and especially early intervention and treatment-is usually
agreement. Each case manager coordinates all sources of in
successful. He advocated early intervention, suspension of
formation on each participant in his/her caseload. According
the ability to practice medicine during the early stages of treat
to Thibault, case managers see participants approximately
ment and recovery (which the Diversion Program does not
once a month at group meetings, and have regular contact
guarantee), and a minimum monitoring period of five years
with the local group facilitators as well. In addition, the case
(the Diversion Program's statutory minimum period is two
managers monitor lab reports on drug tests to ensure they are
years). Dr. O'Connor stated that confidentiality is a "difficult
being done and that they are negative.
area. Confidentiality-that is, deni al and secrecy-kills
Thibault addressed the difficult issue of relapse. "When
people. I've had to breach confidentiality in my psychiatric
we are alerted that a physician is out of compliance with a
practice to save people's lives."
contract requirement or demonstrates prerelapse behavior, we
Dr. O'Connor described his experience with diversion
immediately pool all of our information from all sources to
programs for airline pilots. In those programs, a participant
see i f there might be a need for a change in the contract

Diversion Program Task Force Holds
Public Hearing
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don't have to wait for legal evidence. Diversion is swifter,
requirements. We may ask for an interruption in practice or a
more efficient, and uses clinical evidence (not legal evi
limit on practice. The terms of participation may need to be
dence)."
He called the Diversion Program "a valuable addi
intensified." Thibault stated that when a physician resumes
tion
to
the
enforcement effort."
drug/alcohol use, "in most cases they are asked to stop prac
In
response
to Task Force questioning, Dr. Reynolds and
tice pending an evaluation of the relapse (for example, a
Enforcement Chief John Lancara acknowledged that Enforce
week)." According to Thibault, the DEC (or some of its mem
ment never knows about noncompliance with the terms of a
bers) meets with physicians who relapse, and is authorized to
participant's contract unless and until a DEC decides to ter
require termination of practice or termination from the Di
minate that participant from the Program. Under staff's cur
version Program entirely.
rent interpretation of the Diversion Program statutes, that
In response to questioning by Task Force members,
determination is final. The DECs also unilaterally deal with
Thibault identified a distinction between physicians who vol
noncompliance which does not merit termination from the
untarily refer themselves into the Program ("self-referrals")
Program. Sometimes, the DECs' method of dealing with non
and physicians who are required to participate in the Pro
compliance is simply to notify the well-being committees at
gram as a condition of probation or other disciplinary order
of DMQ ("Board-referred"). If a Diversion Program staff
hospitals at which the participant has privileges, and wait for
one
of those committees to take action through the peer re
member detects noncompliance with the terms of the con
view process (which is reportable to Enforcement under Busi
tract by a Board-referred physician, the staff member will
ness and Professions Code section 805). Despite Dr. Reynolds'
refer the matter to the DEC. If the DEC terminates that phy
assurances, several Task Force members remained concerned
sician from the Program, the Program will refer the matter to
about the fact that the DECs-a primary local monitoring
Enforcement. However, self-referrals who are terminated from
mechanism of the Diversion Program, and the entity which
the Program by a DEC are not necessarily referred to En
forcement. In the case of self-referrals, the DEC must make
apparently makes all the decisions regarding the terms of the
contracts and participants' participation-meet only quarterly.
an additional finding that the participant "presents a threat to
Jim Conway, a group meeting facilitator, addressed the
public
health
and
safety"
before
his/her
case
will
be
re
the
Task Force on the role of group facilitators. "I have one and
ferred to Enforcement. And Diversion Program staff may not
refer any participant to Enforceone-half to three hours of direct,
ment unilateral l y ; under the
face-to-face contact with my par
Program's interpretation of the Business and Professions Code section 2229 ticipants each week. We monitor
existing Diversion Program stat expressly states that"protection of the public for lapse, relapse, and relapse re
utes, Diversion Program staff shall be the highest priority for the Division of covery." He noted that peer sup
must wait for a DEC to terminate Medical Quality....Where rehabilitation and port is important to health profes
a physician from the Program be protection are inconsistent, protection shall be sionals; in group meetings, parfore referring any case to Enforce paramount."
ticipants can deal with special is
ment. According to Thibault, "if
sues which are unique to them.
he is a self-referral and he violates the terms of his contract,
Conway emphasized that "noncompliance" encompasses a
I'm bound by law not to report him to Enforcement. How
broad range of activity, and said "we are able to respond to it
ever, I can tell the well-being committee at his hospital that
proportionally."
he's out of compliance with the contract. They may take ac
Next, Center for Public Interest Law (CPIL) Adminis
tion against him, and that action is supposed to be reported to
trative Director Julie D' Angelo Fellmeth spoke to the Task
the Medical Board."
Force. She stated that although CPIL has been concerned about
Representing the DECs, Dr. Norman Reynolds next ad
the operations of the Diversion Program for five years, CPIL's
dressed the Task Force. He characterized DEC members as
intent is not to destroy the Diversion Program. "CPIL's intent
"dedicated, hardworking, ethical physicians," and noted that,
is to ensure that the patients of California are protected by
although the DECs meet on a quarterly basis, "a great deal of
the Medical Board from very dangerous doctors-doctors who
clinical and monitoring business is done on the phone and in
are in denial about their addiction and their condition, doc
person between meetings." He distinguished enforcement
tors who are desperate, doctors who can and do practice while
from diversion, characterizing enforcement as "adversarial,
under the influence, doctors who can and do cause irrepa
expensive, and defensive; it discourages treatment, allows
rable harm to patients, doctors who are permitted by the
physicians to practice for long periods of time unrestricted,
Diversion Program to retain an unrestricted license to prac
and is unable to deal with the continuum of performance." In
tice medicine while in a very fragile state of recovery and
Dr. Reynolds' view, the Diversion Program provides positive
under incomprehensible pressure."
incentives which encourage physicians to acknowledge their
Fellmeth first noted that no prior speaker had discussed
problem, and deals with a broad range of physician impair
the legislature's intent behind the creation of the Diversion
ment (including those who have not yet committed transgres
Program . B usiness and Professions Code section 2229
sions). "In addition, we' re free to move based on gut. We
expressly states that "protection of the public shall be the
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highest priority for the Division of Medical Quality....Where
rehabilitation and protection are inconsistent, protection shall
be paramount." Further, the Diversion Program's own en
abling act is predicated on public safety. Business and Pro
fessions Code section 2340 directs the Medical Board to "seek
ways and means to identify and rehabilitate physicians with
impairment due to abuse of dangerous drugs or
alcohol...affecting competency so that physicians so afflicted
may be treated and returned to the practice of medicine in a
manner which will not endanger the public health and safety."
According to Fellmeth, "if it can't be done with safety, then it
shouldn't be done."
Fellmeth identified several levels of concern about the
Diversion Program, including its failure to comply with Busi
ness and Professions Code sections 2350(h), 2350(i), and
2352(g) for 18 years. She noted, however, that compliance
with those statutes would not make a substantial difference,
and proceeded to address four key issues whose resolution
by the Task Force and DMQ would ensure public protection
while affording physicians a chance to save their licenses:
(1) the failure of DMQ to properly oversee the Diversion Pro
gram as required in section 2346, and its apparent abdication
of that oversight responsibility to the Liaison Committee (see
below) and the DECs; (2) fragmented and inconsistent
decisionmaking by the various "players" within the Program;
(3) the fact that DMQ is permitting private parties (the DECs)
to unilaterally exercise state police power decisionmaking as
to the terms and conditions under which state licensees may
practice medicine, with no review or ratification by any gov
ernment official; and (4) the secrecy that shrouds the Diver
sion Program and makes it impossible for anyone to deter
mine whether it is providing the public protection required
by sections 2229 and 2340. Repeating contentions she first
made to the Joint Legislative Sunset Review Committee in
1 997, Fellmeth argued that DMQ has improperly delegated
its responsibility to oversee the Diversion Program to the Li
aison Committee, and misinterpreted existing Diversion Pro
gram statutes to permit the DECs to make unilateral and un
reviewable decisions regarding the participation of a physi
cian in the Program. She expressed concern about the lengthy
time period which may elapse between a physician's first
contact with the Program and any detennination by a quali
fied individual whether that physician is safe to practice medi
cine. [16:1 CRLR 1-17)
Fellmeth reiterated that the Diversion Program lacks an
acceptable track record. "Three audits by the Auditor Gen
eral in the mid- 1 980s all reached the conclusion that the Di
version Program provides inadequate monitoring of sub
stance-abusing physicians-the primary goal of the Program;
yet you have made no substantial changes in the Program
since then. Further, the 1993 report of the California High
way Patrol was not favorable to this Program or its staff.
[J 3:2&3 CRLR 78) And I have identified for you today nu
merous problems, operational deficiencies, noncompliance
with 1 8-year-old laws, carelessness, and incompetence. In
28

rehab jargon, you have 'tested dirty."' She urged the Task
Force to regain control over the Program, restructure the DECs
into advisory bodies, adopt substantive regulations to guide
Program decisionmaking by state officials, and establish in
trusive mechanisms to monitor the actions of the Program.
She concluded by noting that CPIL presented a list of pro
posed Diversion Program reforms to the Joint Legislative
Sunset Review Committee in 1 997, and asked the Task Force
to focus on those recommendations.
William Brostoff, MD, Chair of CMA's Liaison Com
mittee to the Diversion Program, also addressed the Task
Force. According to Dr. Brostoff, the Liaison Committee was
created in 1982 as an "information sharing forum." The Com
mittee, which meets quarterly in private, consists of repre
sentatives of CMA, the California Society of Addiction Medi
cine (CSAM), the DECs, and DMQ. Dr. Brostoff noted that
in 1 993, DMQ asked the Liaison Committee to expand its
role, and since that time the work of the Committee has re
sulted in a number of recommendations for change to Diver
sion Program operations in the areas of recordkeeping, pro
tocols for case managers, urine testing, and standards for DEC
meeting attendance.
Finally, Gary Nye, MD, fonner MBC member and former
Liaison Committee Chair, testified on behalf of CMA. Ac
cording to Dr. Nye, "CMA is thoroughly supportive of the
Diversion Program. Although we are aware of the constant
need for finetuning and improvement, the Program should
continue in its present form, as part of the Medical Board.
That way, the Board can best maintain control over it." Dr.
Nye noted that in states with over 20,000 physicians, MBC's
Diversion Program is unique in that it is the only one run in
house. He stated that ifDMQ decides to contract with an out
side entity to run the Program, CMA should participate in
that decision. He also hinted that CMA would be willing to
take over the Program if necessary: "If there's a consensus
that it can be done better through some sort of joint effort,
we're willing to talk about that."
Following the presentations of all the witnesses, Task
Force Chair Karen McElliott acknowledged that "most of us
have no idea how the Diversion Program functions-that's
the fault of DMQ and that's why we're here today." She opined
that the Task Force should develop an optimum program and
then determine whether MBC can afford it. Task Force
member Dr. Alan Shumacher echoed McElliott's comments,
noting that the Task Force should formulate a set of clear
objectives and then design a program which meets those
objectives and detennine whether funding exists to operate
that program. He acknowledged that the Liaison Committee
has made some changes, "but at a pace which is glacial. The
final decisionmaking authority should rest with DMQ, not
with the Liaison Committee." MBC Executive Officer Ron
Joseph promised that staff would develop an outline of
future steps for the Task Force which will enable it to pursue
long-range objectives but also cure immediate problems
immediately.
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this expanding practice area, particularly the disturbing num
On February 5 and 6, McElliott reported to both DMQ
ber of complications arising from elective cosmetic surgeries
and the full Board the goals set by the Task Force at the Janu
performed in non-hospital settings. [16: 1 CRLR 49-52] On
ary 20 hearing: ( 1) to develop a policy statement for the Di
February 4, MBC's Committee on Plastic and Cosmetic Sur
version Program; (2) to establish standards and protocols in
gery met to receive testimony from various plastic surgery
critical areas, such as the handling of relapse and criteria for
specialty board representatives on several issues related to
unsuccessful termination from the Program; (3) to determine
liposuction, ways to ensure appropriate reporting of adverse
whether temporary license surrender should be required for
outcomes in the outpatient setting, the development of prac
admission into the Program; and (4) to design a good pro
tice guidelines in the cosmetic surgery area, California's cur
gram that can be funded. MBC Executive Director Ron Jo
rent scheme under which outpatient surgical settings are ac
seph emphasized that the Task Force needs to continue refin
credited, and patient safeguards in outpatient settings.
ing the existing Program for current participants, define clear
The Committee began its meeting on a somber note by
objectives for a model Diversion Program for the future, fo
announcing that its chair, Dr. Robert de! Junco, had been re
cus on legislative changes needed to achieve these goals, con
sider the placement and operation of diversion programs in
moved from the Medical Board by Governor Davis. Dr. de!
other states, and determine where the Program would be best
Junco, the major catalyst advocating formation of the Com
located in California. Joseph also announced that, to gain
mittee, was reappointed to a new term as a Medical Board
additional information about the structure and operations of
member by former Governor Wilson during 1998 but was
not scheduled for a Senate confirmation hearing before Gov
such programs in other states, he would be attending a na
tional conference on diversion programs for health care pro
ernor Wilson left office. When Governor Davis took office,
fessionals sponsored by the Washhe cancelled the reappointments
ington, D.C.-based Citizen Advo
of all Wilson appointees who had
Although California law requires physicians
cacy Center in March.
not yet been confirmed by the
practicing in hospitals to carry malpractic e
In February, the Liaison Com
Senate-including Dr. del Junco
i n s u ra n c e, n o law r e q u i res physici a n s
mittee submitted a memorandum to
(see RECENT MEETINGS).
practicing i n non-hospital settings to carry
DMQ making eight recommenda
In his farewell report, Dr. del
insurance.
tions to improve the current DiverJunco summarized the findings of
sion Program: ( I ) DMQ should
the Committee on a variety of is
hire a physician to serve as a medical review officer for a 12sues it has studied over the past year. These findings include
month trial period to perform an independent urine test evalu
the following:
• In order to acquire reliable and verifiable data on the inci
ation in situations where a Diversion Program participant may
be unjustly accused of relapse or wrongfully directed to an
dence of bad outcomes in cosmetic surgeries, non-hospi
inpatient facility based on a false positive urine test; (2) DMQ
tal settings in which such surgeries are performed should
should accept physicians with emotional disorders or mental
be required to file mortality and morbidity reports with an
illness into the Diversion Program; (3) DMQ should educate
appropriate government agency.
its enforcement personnel to recognize symptoms of mental
• Although California law requires physicians practicing in
illness in order to make referrals to the Diversion Program when
hospitals to carry malpractice insurance, no law requires
they suspect mental illness; (4) each DEC should have at least
physicians practicing in non-hospital settings to carry in
one member who is a psychiatrist experienced in the treatment
surance. Because many procedures previously performed
of alcohol/drug addiction and dual diagnosis; (5) DMQ should
in hospitals have now moved to outpatient settings, the
provide the Diversion Program Manual to the Liaison Com
requirement for malpractice insurance should be extended
mittee so that the Committee can carry out its activities in con
to all settings.
formity with the Manual; (6) DMQ should require at least one
• Current cosmetic surgery advertising regulations and restric
of its members to attend and participate in Liaison Committee
tions are deficient. More specific regulations should be
meetings; (7) DEC chairs should serve two-year staggered
adopted
to address the most popular misleading practices.
terms; and (8) DMQ should allow a physician to be excused
•
The public, bombarded by misleading and deceptive ad
from regular participation in group meetings when the
vertising of cosmetic surgery, must be better educated on
physician's recovery has progressed to a point where public
the risks of cosmetic procedures.
safety is no longer a concern (in the clinical judgment of the DEC
members). At this writing, DMQ is scheduled to discuss the
• The state's current system of accrediting outpatient set
Liaison Committee's recommendations at its May 6 meeting.
tings must be improved. Specifically, the state must
develop more consistent standards, identify common prob
MBC's Committee on Plastic and Cosmetic
lems, develop a method for addressing complaints,
Surgery
enhance communication between outpatient settings
The Medical Board created its Plastic and Cosmetic
and MBC, and identify deficiencies in the current law,
Surgery Committee in 1 997 to address growing concerns over
regulations, and standards.
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•

The legal threshold for required accreditation of outpa
tient surgical settings must be defined more clearly.

•

The Commi ttee needs more i n formation about
unaccredited training courses from which physicians re
ceive training on new cosmetic surgery procedures.

•

"Mega-volume liposuction" (where more than 5 ,000 cc
of fat is removed) is experimental and extremely risky; a
moratorium should be placed on mega-volume procedures
performed outside hospital settings until there is greater
scientific data, the procedure is adequately regulated, or
the profession can demonstrate that it has taken greater
strides to ensure patient safety.

On a more personal note, Dr. del Junco also identified a
number of potential pitfalls for the continuing members of
the Committee. First, he acknowledged that some have ar
gued that only board-certified physicians should be permit
ted to perform cosmetic surgery in outpatient settings. He
cautioned against placing too much confidence in the title
"board certified" because it can lead to a false sense of se
curity regarding competence. He likened board certification
to state licensure: At one point in time, an individual has
passed a general examination testing minimum competence;
generally, no retesting is required to ascertain continuing
competence or skill in newly developed procedures. Sec
ond, he asserted that the Committee should be wary of the
economic motivations of those who have suggested that all
plastic surgeons should be required to have hospital privi
leges before being allowed to perform procedures in outpa
tient settings. Although such proposals may be advanced,
they should be supported by facts, and the unintended con
sequences beyond plastic surgery should be considered.
Finally, Dr. del Junco cautioned against a rush to enact pro
cedure-specific legislation which would likely always lag
behind the practice environment.
Fol l o w i n g Dr. del Junc o ' s testimony, he j oi ned
Assemblymember Martin Gallegos at a press conference at
which the Assemblymember announced his introduction of
AB 27 1 (Gallegos), which would implement many of the
Committee's findings outlined by Dr. del Junco. As intro
duced February 3, AB 27 1-the Cosmetic and Outpatient
Surgery Patient Protection Act-would require physicians
who perform surgeries in outpatient settings to carry medi
cal malpractice insurance; require physicians who perform
a scheduled medical procedure in an outpatient setting that
results in the death or removal to a hospital or emergency
center for medical treatment for a period exceeding 24 hours
of any patient on whom that medical treatment was per
formed by the physician or by a person acting under the
physician's orders or supervision to report that occurrence
to MBC in writing within 1 5 days after the occurrence; and
require outpatient facilities providing overnight care to have
a minimum of two staff persons on the premises (one of
whom must be a licensed health care professional), adequate
necessary medications and equipment, and an emergency
30

plan. As the spring wore on, AB 27 1 was amended and five
other bills related to the work of MBC's Plastic and Cos
metic Surgery Committee were introduced; all are working
their way through the legislature (see LEGISLATION for
details).
Following the press conference, the Committee received
testimony from representatives of the plastic surgery com
munity on the issues of gathering data on the outcomes of
procedures, the development of practice guidelines, and the
development of patient safeguards in outpatient settings. The
Committee specifically requested this testimony in late 1 998,
and also asked for input on how to amend AB 595 (Speier)
(Chapter 1 276, Statutes of 1 994), which established the state's
system for accrediting outpatient surgical facilities. AB 595
generally prohibits physicians from performing significant
surgeries in the outpatient setting unless the setting is "ac
credited" by an accreditation agency approved by DOL. In
this area, DOL's authority is limited to approving the accredi
tation agency (and it has approved four such agencies); the
criteria used by these agencies to accredit outpatient settings
are not codified, and vary from agency to agency. Further,
AB 595's threshold for required accreditation of outpatient
settings has proven unworkable. The statute prohibits physi
cians from performing surgical procedures in unaccredited
outpatient settings "where anesthesia .. .is used.. .in doses that,
when administered, have the probability of placing a patient
at risk for loss of the patient's life-preserving protective re
flexes"-but the medical community does not agree on the
meaning of that language. [ 16: 1 CRLR 50J
Speaking on behalf of the American Academy of Der
matology, Dr. Richard Glogau agreed with the Committee's
concern over high-volume l iposuction and the need for
educated patients, noting that the Academy offers informa
tional materials and a toll-free phone number providing
information on liposuction. He stressed that his organization
lacks authority to compel reporting on procedures, although
it conducts voluntary surveys on tumescent liposuction
complications.
Dr. Brian Kinney, representing the American Society for
Aesthetic Plastic Surgery and the American Society of Plas
tic and Reconstructive Surgeons, reported their support for
mandatory morbidity and mortality reporting, the importance
of physicians being appropriately certified and credentialed
in both the hospital and outpatient settings to protect patients,
the necessity of procedure-specific training for new and
emerging procedures, and required malpractice insurance in
outpatient settings.
Dr. Juris Kivuls of the Lipoplasty Society of North
America suggested a moratorium on false and misleading
advertising claims such as "a new body in one day." He sug
gested that cosmetic surgery advertising be limited to the name
of the physician, the location of his/her practice, his/her board
certification (if any), and what procedures he/she performs.
Dr. Kivuls also suggested that any proposed limits on high
volume liposuction should consider the patient's physical
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characteristics such as height and weight, noting that the re
moval of 5,000 cc from a 120-lb. individual is clin ically quite
different than removing the same volume from a 200-lb. in
dividual.
Dr. Michael McGuire, representing the American Asso
ciation for Accreditation of Ambulatory Surgical Facilities
and the Cal ifornia Society of Plastic Surgeons, stated that AB
595's threshold for accreditation of outpatient facilities is dif
ficult to understand and virtually impossible to enforce. He
suggested that California adopt regulations similar to those
of Florida, which require accreditation of any outpatient set
ting in which anesthesia services, including conscious seda
tion and regional and general anesthesia, are used. He stated
that tumescent anesthesia is a parenteral form of anesthesia,
equivalent to regional anesthesia, and settings that perform
this type of anesthesia should be accredited. He stated his
societies' support for mandatory reporting and malpractice
insurance, as well as a moratorium on all forms of advertis
ing in plastic/cosmetic surgery until appropriate guidelines
are developed and enforcement mechanisms strengthened.
Dr. James Wells, representing the American Society of
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons, stated that in order to
provide safeguards for patients in outpatient settings, physi
cians performing l iposuction should have core surgical train
ing; outpatient facil ities should be accredited; peer review
should occur in outpatient facilities; outpatient facilities should
be staffed by appropriately trained nurses and operating room
techn icians with CPR train ing; facilities should be able to
admit patients to a hospital should the need arise, with the
operating physician capable of admitting and attending that
patient; and mandatory malpractice coverage should be main
tained by operating physicians in outpatient settings.
Dr. Richard Corl in, past president of CMA, reminded
the audience that outpatient facilities have cut costs for pa
tients, and stated that standards which apply to hospital s
should not necessarily apply to outpatient facil ities because
they are very different settings. He stated that he has no prob
lem with mandatory malpractice insurance for the operating
physician in the outpatient setting; however, he is not sure
whether insurance compan ies will write such insurance be
cause it is "fraught with difficul ty." He agreed that deaths in
outpatient facil ities should be reported, but the reporting of
hospital transfers is "a complex issue which the Board should
study carefully." He also questioned the validity of peer re
view in the outpatient setting; "unl ike the hospital setting,
there are no disinterested parties" in a small group's peer re
view at an outpatient facility.
Practice guidel ines have been developed for liposuction
surgeries by the American Academy of Cosmetic Surgeons,
according to Dr. George Brennan. Dr. B rennan emphasized
that board certification should not be the sole criteria for as
suring patient safety.
Dr. Corey Maas, chief of facial plastic surgery at UCSF
and representing the American Academy of Facial Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery, strongly opposed tying the accredi-

tation of facilities with hospital privileges: "This is a compe
tition issue, and hospitals should not be the gatekeepers of
their competition ."
Dr. Philip Larson, clinical professor of anesthesiology at
UCLA, interpreted the phrase "loss oflife-preserving reflexes"
in AB 595 to indicate a state in which a patient is unable to
care for himself, as a result of either inadequate airway func
tioning or inadequate circulatory functioning. Dr. Larson in
dicated that such states could be brought about by a variety
of anesthesia situations, depending on both dose and route of
administration. Dr. Larson stressed that "no line can be drawn"
for safe levels of anesthesia for all people, noting that l arge
doses of a "local anesthetic" (e.g., lidocaine) can result in
serious side effects in a patient of small stature or impaired
circulatory function. In his opin ion, the only setting which
should be exempt from accreditation is one which utilizes
exclusively oral medications. Dr. Barry Friedberg, board-cer
tified anesthesiologist, disagreed with Dr. Larsen 's opinion
because of his experience with the significant problems that
can occur from oral medications.
Dr. Norman Levin, past president of the California Soci
ety of Anesthesiologists, endorsed Florida's regulatory scheme
for outpatient accreditation. This scheme specifies three an
esthesia-based levels of regulation . Level I requires no ac
creditation and is limited to surgeries that require minimal
sedation with oral medication. In Level 2 settings, which re
quire accreditation, conscious sedation via parenteral or in
travenous routes is permitted but an anesthesiologist or trained
nurse must be present during the procedure to assure that the
patient's airway can be maintained. Level 3 situations, in
which major regional or general anesthesia is used, also re
quire accreditation.
Following the conclusion of testimony, the Committee
decided to appoint Dr. de! Junco as a consultant to the Com
mittee, and agreed to look at the ways other states regulate
outpatient surgery settings generally and cosmetic/plastic
surgery specifically. At this writing, staff is gathering infor
mation on this issue for presentation at the Committee's May
meeting, and tracking the progress of the six pending bills
related to cosmetic surgery and AB 595 (see LEGISLATION) .

The following is a description of rulemaking proposals
publ ished and considered by the Division of Medical Quality
during recent months.
♦ Implementation of New Statute of limitations. On
February 5, DMQ held a publ ic hearing on its proposal to
permanently adopt section 1 356.2, Title 1 6 of the CCR, which
implements AB 2719 (Gallegos) (Chapter 301 , Statutes of
1998). AB 27 1 9 requires MBC to file an accusation against a
physician within three years after it "discovers" the alleged
act or omission, or within seven years after the alleged act or
omission, which is the basis for discipl inary action-which
ever occurs first. New section 135 6 .2, which DMQ adopted
on an emergency basis at its November 1998 meeting {16: J

DMQ Rulemaking
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CRLR 53J defines the term "discovers" to mean the date the
Board receives a complaint or report describing the act or
omission alleged as the grounds for disciplinary action, or
the date the Board subsequently becomes aware of one or
more acts or omissions, alleged as grounds for disciplinary
action, that were not contained in the original complaint or
report. "Complaint" means a written complaint from the pub
lic; "report" means any written report required to be filed
with MBC under the Business and Professions Code. How
ever, a report filed with MBC pursuant to Code of Civil Pro
cedure section 364.1 does not suffice as a "report" which trig
gers the statute of limitations. Section 364.1 requires a medi
cal malpractice plaintiff to send the defendant and MBC a
notice announcing that an action will be filed 90 days prior to
the filing of the lawsuit. According to MBC, a section 364.1
report does not contain sufficient information about the acts
complained of to serve as a "report" and thus trigger the stat
ute of limitations.
At the hearing, Bob McElderry of CMA and Debra Lewin
Grossman of Lewin & Lewin, a defense firm that represents
physicians in MBC disciplinary hearings, testified in opposi
tion to the proposed regulation. McElderry argued that AB
27 1 9 is intended to be enforced against the Medical B oard,
that section 135 6 .2 enables MBC to extend the statute of limi
tation imposed by AB 27 1 9, and that MB C should not be
devising ways to evade the statute of limitations. Grossman
echoed McElderry's opinion that the new section circumvents
the purpose of the law and is unauthorized. Despite these
objections, DMQ adopted the new section as proposed. At
this writing, the rulemaking file on the new section is pend
ing at the Office of Administrative Law (OAL) .
• DMQ Acceptance ofAmicus Curiae Briefs in Disci
plinary Matters. Also on February 5, DMQ held a public hear
ing on the Union of American Physicians and Dentists'
(UAPD) December 1 998 petition for rulemaking . In its peti
tion, UAPD requested that DMQ adopt regulations permit
ting the filing of amicus curiae ("friend of the court") briefs
in disciplinary matters. [ 16: 1 CRLR 54]
DCA legal counsel Anita Scuri explained that the peti
tion arose in the context of a pending disciplinary matter in
which several non-parties sought to file amicus briefs in sup
port of respondent's motion for reconsideration of a DMQ
decision. Initially, Board staff (i.e., the staff of the prosecutor
in the action) blocked transmission of the motions to file the
amicus briefs to DMQ members. Subsequently, one of the
motions was transmitted to and rejected by DMQ. In response
to UAPD's petition, Scuri prepared two options for DMQ
consideration. Under Option # 1 , the filing of an amicus
curiae brief would be prohibited unless it is filed prior to or
during the evidentiary hearing before an administrative law
judge. Option #2 would permit the filing of an amicus brief
only if a panel of DMQ has nonadopted a proposed ALJ
decision, or has granted reconsideration of all or a portion of
a DMQ decision; further, the motion to file an amicus
brief must be directed to the ALJ who presided over the
32

underlying evidentiary proceeding, who would decide
whether the brief would be accepted.
UAPD representative Deane Hillsman, MD, testified that
amicus contributions are important because they can alert
DMQ to unintended consequences of a prospective decision
which may not affect the parties to the case but may signifi
cantly affect others outside the case. He also noted that UAPD
has filed dozens of amicus briefs in pending matters, none of
which have ever been rejected.
Attorney Julie D' Angelo Fellmeth of the Center for Pub
lic Interest Law (CPIL) testified in support of the petition,
but expressed opposition to both of the options presented by
Scuri. According to Fellmeth, Option #1 is "impossible and
impractical," because no prospective amicus would know of
potential issues upon which to comment until the ALJ deci
sion is released; the ALJ decision itself usually prompts the
desire to file an amicus brief. Option #2 permits amicus fil
ings at two important points in the process but expressly pro
hibits them at the most important points: on the issues of
whether DMQ should nonadopt an ALJ decision and whether
it should reconsider one of its own decisions. Fellmeth also
objected to the provision in Option #2 which permits the ALJ
in the underlying hearing to decide whether an amicus con
tribution is permissible. She noted that the ALJ's decision is
what usually prompts the filing of an amicus brief (which
will typically oppose the ALJ's ruling); thus, the ALJ is not
unbiased in determining whether to permit an amicus contri
bution. Fellmeth suggested that DMQ reject both options and
instead consider a proposal which would allow DMQ to ac
cept, at its discretion, amicus curiae briefs ( 1 ) when deter
mining whether to adopt or nonadopt an ALJ's decision; (2)
in determining whether to grant reconsideration of one of its
own decisions; and (3) on the merits of a motion for recon
sideration. Further, she argued that the Division itself-not
the ALJ in the underlying hearing and certainly not the staff
of the prosecutor-should determine whether it wants and/or
needs amicus testimony on a given issue.
Sandra Bressler of CMA generally agreed with Fellmeth,
and noted that the proposed regulatory scheme does not re
quire DMQ to receive any amicus brief. The proposal out
lined by Fellmeth would give DMQ discretion to accept them
at important points in the process, based upon a request which
outlines the points to be argued. Bressler advised the Divi
sion that "amicus curiae briefs can be quite helpful to you . In
making your decisions, you should not be limited to the par
ties' advocacy. You need to be alerted to unintended ramifi
cations or generalizations which can result from the language
used in a particular decision."
Following this testimony, Division members engaged in
a spirited discussion of the issue. On Alan Shumacher's mo
tion that Option #2 be further developed to permit amicus
curiae briefs at the points advocated by Fellmeth, the Divi
sion split 5-5 . Division members Karen McElliott, Dr. Klea
Bertakis, Dan Livingston, Dr. Jack Bruner, and Kip Skidmore
favored a rule banning amicus briefs in DMQ disciplinary
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probationary order have been satisfactorily completed; (3) if
matters entirely, while physician members Shumacher, Raquel
a probationer is required to take an educational course, the
Arias, Anabel Anderson Imbert, Carole Hurvitz, and Ira Lubell
course must be approved in advance by DMQ and must be
favored the expanded version of Option #2 suggested by
"aimed at correcting any areas of deficient practice or knowl
Shumacher. Following the vote, Division President Ira Lubell
edge"; (4) if a probationer is required to undergo clinical train
appointed himself, Shumacher, and Livingston to a subcom
ing, the revisions specify that the Physician Assessment and
mittee to further discuss the matter and, if necessary, redraft
Clinical Education (PACE) program at UCSD [16:1 CRLR
the proposed regulations.
55-56], or its equivalent, is approved for that purpose by
On April 7, the Amicus Curiae Brief Subcommittee met
DMQ, and require the probationer to comply with the recom
and accepted further testimony from CMA, CPIL, UAPD,
mendations of the clinical training program and pay the costs
and UCLA law professor Michael Asimow. Professor Asimow
of all clinical training or educational programs; (5) a proba
was the consultant to the California Law Revision Commis
tioner who is required to take a written examination must
sion, which sponsored the bill that amended the Administra
take the Special Purpose Examination (SPEX) or its equiva
tive Procedure Act to permit agencies to adopt regulations
lent, and if the probationer fails, his/her license will be sus
authorizing the filing of amicus curiae briefs in disciplinary
matters. According to Professor Asimow, the provision au
pended and he/she must cease the practice of medicine within
72 hours of being notified of the failure by DMQ; (6) if a
thorizin g agencies to adopt regulations permitting amicus
probationer who is required to undergo psychotherapy or a
briefs was not intended to preclude agencies from accepting
such briefs even without regulations. "Agencies have always
medical evaluation is found not to be mentally fit or physically c apable of resuming the
had power to accept amicus briefs.
practice of medicine without re
The statute was not intended to
Professor Asimow also opined that "amicus
change that law and to withdraw
strictions by the end of the pro
briefs should be permitted and encouraged
that power from agencies or to
bationary period, the Division
at every stage in Medical Board adjud ica
withdraw the right from members
shall retain jurisdiction over the
tion . . . .Amicus briefs should be welcomed,
of the publ ic who wish to file
respondent's license and extend
not discouraged."
amicus briefs or seek an agency's
the probationary period; and (7)
permission to file such a brief."
a probationer is prohibited from
Professor Asimow also opined that "amicus briefs should be
supervising physician assistants.
permitted and encouraged at every stage in Medical Board
The Division also amended several of its standard con
adjudication ....Amicus briefs should be welcomed, not dis
ditions of probation, including the following: ( 1 ) probation
couraged."
ers must maintain a valid license and a current address of
Following discussion, the subcommittee unanimously
record with the Board; (2) regarding the tolling of probation,
voted to recommend the adoption of regulations that would
any Board- ordered suspension of practice shall not be con
permit an outside party to file an amicus brief in cases in which
sidered as a period of non-practice; and (3) probationers must
a DMQ panel has nonadopted an ALJ decision or when a panel
pay the costs associated with probation monitoring.
has received or granted a petition for reconsideration. The com
On March 1 9, DMQ published notice of its intent to
mittee did not make a recommendation regarding who will
amend section 1 3 6 1 , Title I 6 of the CCR, which currently
decide whether to accept an amicus brief in any given case. At
requires the Division to consider the 1 995 version of its dis
this writing, staff is expected to present draft regulatory lan
ciplinary guidelines, and incorporates those guidelines by
guage for the Division's review at its May 7 meeting.
reference. DMQ proposes to amend section 1 36 1 to require
+ Revisions to DMQ's Disciplinary Guidelines. At its
consideration of the new 1 999 version of its disciplinary
February meeting, DMQ considered proposed revisions to
guidelines. At this writin g, the Division is scheduled to hold
its 1995 Manual of Disciplinary Guidelines and Model Dis
a public hearing on its proposal to amend section 1 36 1 at its
May 7 meeting.
ciplinary Orders ("disciplinary guidelines"). The Division
developed disciplinary guidelines to guide HQES prosecu
DOL Rulemaking
tors, ALJs, and the Division itself in assessing penalties for
The following is a description of rulemaking proposals
given violations of the Medical Practice Act and the Board's
published and considered by the Division of Licensing dur
regulations, to ensure that licensees are treated consistently.
ing recent months.
DMQ adopted several changes to its m odel disciplinary
+ Physician Specialty Board Approval. SB 203 6
orders, including the following: (1 ) a probationer is required
(McCorquodale) (Chapter 1 660, Statutes of 1 990) added sec
to provide proof that copies of the Board's decision have been
tion 65 1 to the Business and Professions Code. This section
served on all hospitals at which he/she has privileges and at
requires DOL to approve national specialty certification
any other facility where he/she engages in the practice of
boards before their certificants may advertise that they are
medicine; (2) if a probationer is granted early termination of
"board certified" in California, and authorizes DOL to charge
probation, the probation will not terminate unless the entire
a fee for reviewing each specialty board. [ 12:4 CRLR 90-91;
continuing medical education requirements of the original
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10:4 CRLR 85J On February 3, OAL approved DOL's amend
ment to section 1 354, Title 1 6 of the CCR, which increases
the specialty board application fee from $830 to $4,030 to
reflect DOL's actual costs associated with the application pro
cess. [ 16: 1 CRLR 54J
In December 1 998, OAL disapproved DOL's amend
ments to section 1 363.5(c), Title 1 6 of the CCR, concerning
DOL's timeframes for processing applications from specialty
boards for approval. [ 16: 1 CRLR 54] On February 1 , DOL
released modified l anguage of the proposed regulatory
changes for a 15-day comment period. The modified language
indicates that within 30 days of receipt of an application for
specialty board approval, DOL will inform the applicant in
writing that the application is either complete and accepted
for filing and referral to a medical consultant selected by DOL,
or that it is deficient and what specific information or docu
mentation is required for completion. Within a maximum of
9 1 8 calendar days from the date of filing of a completed ap
plication, DOL will inform the applicant in writing of its de
cision regarding the applicant's approval as a specialty board.
OAL approved the modified language of section 1363.5(c)
on March 24, and it became effective on April 23.
♦ Special Faculty Permit Program. On January 8, OAL
approved DOL's addition of sections 1315.01, 1315.02, and
131 9.5, and amendments to sections 1 35 1 .5, 1 352, 1 352.2, and
1 364. 1 1 , Title 1 6 of the CCR. These regulations implement
AB 523 (Lempert) (Chapter 332, Statutes of 1 997), which
authorizes DOL to issue a special faculty permit to practice
medicine to an "academically eminent" physician who has a
license to practice medicine in another state, country, or juris
diction, and whose practice of medicine in California is part of
his/her instructional responsibilities at a California medical
school and certain affiliated institutions. [16: 1 CRLR 54-55J
♦ Duplicate Fictitious Name Permit Request and Fee.
Also on January 8, OAL approved DOL's adoption of
sections 1 35 0. 1 and 1 353 to Title 1 6 of the CCR. These regu
lations implement AB 1 555 (Committee on Health) (Chapter
654, Statutes of 1 997), which authorizes MBC to charge a
fee to replace a fictitious name permit that has been lost, sto
len, or destroyed. New section 1 35 0. l specifies the informa
tion that must be contained in a request for a duplicate ficti
tious name permit, and section 1 353 establishes the fee for
such a permit at $30. [ 16: 1 CRLR 55J
♦ Medical Assistant Certifying Entities. On March 23,
OAL approved DOL's amendments to section 1 366.3 and
addition of sections 1 366.31 and 1 366.32, Title 1 6 of the CCR,
which establish criteria for DOL approval of an organization
as a medical assistant (MA) certifying entity, specify report
ing requirements for certifying entities, and require DOL to
review each approved certifying entity at least once every
five years. [ 16: 1 CRLR 55J

LEGI S LATI O N

AB 265 (Davis), as introduced February 3, is sponsored
by the Medical Board and woul d amend Business and
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Professions Code section 2435 to increase the biennial license
renewal fee for physicians from $600 to $690 (see MAJOR
PROJECTS). [A. Appr]
SB 1045 (Murray), as introduced February 26, is CMA's
competing fee bill which would revise the biennial license
renewal fee for physicians to an unspecified amount, while
imposing numerous conditions and requirements on the Medi
cal Board (see MAJOR PROJECTS). [S. Jud]
AB 751 (Gallegos), as amended April 28, would abolish
the current "cost recovery" system under which MBC may
request and receive reimbursement of its investigative and
enforcement costs against a disciplined licensee; amend Busi
ness and Professions Code section 2020 to provide that the
Attorney General may, but is not required to, act as legal coun
sel for the Board in any judicial or administrative proceeding
thus paving the way for MBC to use outside counsel to pros
ecute its disciplinary cases if it so desires; and expressly
provide that AB 271 9 (Gallegos) (Chapter 301, Statutes of l 998)
applies to all accusations pending on the effective date of that
bill (August 17, 1 998) and to all accusations filed thereafter.
AB 27 1 9 imposed a statute of limitations on the filing of
accusations by the Medical Board; under that bill, MBC must
file an accusation to revoke, suspend, limit, or condition the
license of a physician or surgeon within three years after the
Board discovers the act or omission alleged as the ground
for disciplinary action, or within seven years after the act or
omission occurred, whichever occurs first. [16: 1 CRLR 49, 57J
[A. Appr]
SB 21 (Figueroa), as amended April 29, would require a
health plan or managed care entity, for services rendered af
ter January 1 , 2000, to be legally responsible to patients to
ensure that health care providers, rather than the plan, are in
charge of health care. The bill, known as the Managed Health
Care Insurance Accountability Act of 1 999, would also make
a health plan or managed care entity liable for any and all
harm resulting from the failure to exercise ordinary care in
the arranging for the provision of or denial of health care
services. It would prohibit health plans or managed care enti
ties from seeking indemnity, whether equitable or contrac
tual, from a provider for liability imposed under this bill; and
would prohibit waiver of these provisions by any member,
subscriber, or enrollee. [S. Appr]
AB 12 (Davis), as introduced December 7, would
require health plans and certain disability insurers to provide
for a medically necessary second opinion by an "appropri
ately qualified health care professional" if requested by an
enrollee and the plan has more than one contracting provider
group or independent practice association in a geographic area.
Under this bill, an "appropriately qualified health profes
sional" is one with a clinical background, including training
and expertise, related to the particular illness, disease, condi
tion, or conditions associated with the request for a second
opinion. The plan may limit referrals to its network of
providers if there is a participating provider who meets this
standard; if not, then the plan must authorize a second
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opinion by an appropriately qualified health professional out
side of the plan's provider network. The bill would also re
quire plans to authorize or deny the second opinion in an expe
ditious manner; require plans and insurers to file timelines for
responding to requests for second opinions by July I , 2000,
with the appropriate state agency; and require that the timelines
be made available to the public upon request. This bill would
not apply to disability insurers that do not limit second medi
cal opinions or to certain other health insurance. [A. Appr]
SB 422 (Figueroa), as introduced February 1 6, would
requiring that any denial of a physician's request to a health
plan for preauthorization of services include the name and
telephone number of the person responsible for the denial.
This bill would enable physicians to advocate for their pa
tients' needs by providing essential direct access to HMO
decisionmakers. [S. Floor]
AB 58 (Davis), as amended March 17, would add sec
tion 2042 to the Business and Professions Code to require
any employee of a health care service plan licensed under the
Knox-Keene Act of 1 975 who is responsible for the final de
cision, or is responsible for the process in which a final deci
sion is made, regarding the medical necessity or medical ap
propriateness of any diagnosis, treatment, operation, or pre
scription to be a physician licensed by the Medical Board of
California. AB 58 is sponsored by MBC to ensure that the
ultimate responsibility for the denial or limitation of health
care services rests with a California-licensed physician who
is accountable to the Board. MBC also supports several other
bills similar to AB 58, including SB 7 and SB 1 8 (see below).
MBC contends that decisions on whether a patient re
ceives the medical care he/she needs should not be guided by
matters unrelated to the health and well-being of the patient
(e.g., economic interests in the managed care environment).
Currently, the Board lacks regulatory jurisdiction over non
physician health plan employees who deny coverage on medi
cal grounds. Nor does the Board have jurisdiction over health
professionals licensed in other states who make medical de
cisions involving California health plan enrollees. By requir
ing health plan officials, such as medical directors, who are
ultimately responsible for the plan's medical decisions to have
a California medical license, AB 58 would permit the Board
to help ensure proper medical care to patients. Opponents of
AB 58 argue that the bill will result in conflicting regulatory
jurisdiction, as the Department of Corporations currently has
regulatory authority over health plans (including the processes
plans use to determine which treatments are covered), and
may result in unnecessary costs. [A. Appr]
SB 7 (Figueroa and Leslie), as amended April 6, would
provide that any person who makes a decision regarding medi
cal necessity or appropriateness that affects any diagnosis,
treatment, operation, or prescription without possessing a
valid, unrevoked, and unsuspended certificate under the Medi
cal Practice Act is engaged in the practice of medicine and
thus guilty of a misdemeanor. Sponsored by CMA, the
purpose of SB 7 is to guarantee that when physicians make

treatment or care decisions, those decisions may be overturned
only by another licensed physician. SB 7 is a complement to
SB 1 8 (Figueroa) (see below), which provides similar pro
tection for all other licensed healing arts professions. SB 7 is
supported by the Medical Board. [S. Appr]
SB 18 (Figueroa), as amended April 29, would provide
that any decision or recommendation regarding the necessity
or appropriateness of treatment or care that results in the de
nial or revision of the treatment or care originally ordered for
a particular patient constitutes the practice of a healing arts
profession to the same extent as the performance of the treat
ment or care itself, and such a decision or recommendation
shall be performed only by a healing arts licentiate acting
within his/her scope of practice who possesses a valid license
under law that authorizes the licentiate to make or perform
the treatment or care. The bill specifies various exceptions to
these provisions. SB 1 8 also provides that a violation of these
provisions by a healing arts licentiate constitutes unprofes
sional conduct and is grounds for suspension or revocation
of the license, certification; or registration of the licentiate;
such a violation would also be a misdemeanor. MBC sup
ports SB 1 8. [S. Appr]
AB 215 (Soto), as amended April 6, would require health
plans to approve or deny a request from a health care pro
vider that a subscriber or enrollee be referred to a specialist
and notify the health care provider of the decision within a
timeframe appropriate for the condition of the patient, but no
later than 72 hours after receiving the request. Health plans
would be required to approve or deny referral requests ad
dressing urgent or emergency medical conditions within 24
hours of receiving the request, and-upon denial of a referral
request-to notify the subscriber or enrollee of his/her right
to appeal the plan's decision. [S. Ins]
SB 19 (Figueroa), as amended April 20, would strengthen
statutory requirements for confidentiality of medical records.
Existing law prohibits the disclosure of medical information
by providers of health care, except in specified circumstances;
unauthorized disclosure that results in economic loss or per
sonal injury to a patient is a misdemeanor. This bill would
make the prohibitions on disclosure of medical information
applicable also to contractors of health care providers, in
cluding medical groups, medical service organizations, and
pharmaceutical benefit managers; and would expressly pro
hibit the intentional sharing, sale, or use of medical informa
tion for commercial purposes without prior specific authori
zation, except as specified. SB 19 would make the knowing
and willful violation of any of these prohibitions a misde
meanor, without regard to whether the patient suffered any
loss or injury, and would additionally provide for specified
administrative and civil penalties. The bill would also pro
hibit a health care service plan and its contractors from
requesting an authorization from an enrollee to disclose
medical information for any purpose not directly related to
provision of health services to the enrollee or requesting an
enrollee, as a condition to securing health care services, to
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sign an authorization, waiver, or consent waiving any medi
cal information confidentiality protections authorized by law.
MBC supports SB 19. [S. Appr]
AB 62 (Davis), as amended April 26, would revise the
definition of "medical information" in the Confidentiality of
Medical Information Act, Civil Code section 56.05, to spe
cifically include certain personal information (i.e. , patient's
name, address, telephone number, and social security num
ber), and declare that negligent disposal of medical records is
punishable as a violation of the Act. AB 62 would also broaden
the scope of administrative remedies available for violations
of the Act and create new criminal penalties for knowingly
and willfully obtaining or using medical information under
false pretenses. MBC supports AB 62. [A. Appr]
AB 416 (Machado), as introduced February 12, would
prohibit the disclosure of specified personally identifiable
information by a psychotherapist, without the patient's prior
authorization, except to specified persons or in specified cir
cumstances; prohibit disclosure by health care providers of
medical information regarding a patient of a psychotherapist,
without the patient's prior authorization; and prohibit health
care service plans and certain disability insurers from deny
ing coverage for a psychotherapist's treatment due to the
patient's refusal to authorize specified disclosures. [A. Health]
AB 1558 (Wildman), as amended April 28, would require
a physician to maintain professional responsibility for the in
tegrity, identification, and privacy of any samples or specimens
obtained from a patient by the physician or his/her employee,
except where the patient's samples or specimens have been
accepted for delivery, transfer, or disposal by an appropriate
medical courier. AB 1558 would specify that violation of this
provision constitutes unprofessional conduct. [A. Appr]
AB 285 (Corbett), as amended April 28, would require
every health care service plan and every disability insurer
that provides coverage for hospital, medical, and surgical
expenses and that provides telephone medical advice services
to require that the staff employed to provide the medical ad
vice services hold a valid license under certain provisions of
the Business and Professions Code regulating the healing arts,
and to be supervised by a physician licensed under the Medi
cal Practice Act. [A. Appr]
AB 271 (Gallegos), SB 595 (Speier), SB 837 (Figu eroa),
SB 836 (Figueroa), SB 835 (Figueroa), and SB 450 (Speier)
have emerged from the work of the Board's Plastic and Cos
metic Surgery Committee (see MAJOR PROJECTS):
• AB 271 (Gallegos), as amended March 17, would en
act the Cosmetic and Outpatient Surgery Patient Protection
Act. The Act would require any physician who performs a
scheduled medical procedure outside of a general acute care
hospital that results in the death or removal to a hospital or
emergency center for medical treatment for a period exceed
ing 24 hours of any patient on whom that medical treatment
was performed by the physician, or by a person acting under
the physician's orders or supervision, to report, in writing,
that occurrence to MBC within 1 5 days after the occurrence.
36

It would provide that the failure to comply with this require
ment constitutes unprofessional conduct.
AB 27 1 would also provide that, on and after July 1 ,
2000, i t i s unprofessional conduct fo r a physician to perform
procedures in any outpatient setting using anesthesia, except
local anesthesia, minor blocks, or minimal oral tranquilization,
unless the setting has a minimum of two staff persons on the
premises, one of whom is a licensed health care professional
with current certification in basic life support, for as long as a
patient is present who has not been discharged from super
vised care. The bill would further provide that it is unprofes
sional conduct for a physician and surgeon to fail to provide
adequate security by liability insurance for claims by patients
arising out of surgical procedures performed outside of a gen
eral acute care hospital. [A . Appr]
• SB 595 (Speier), as amended April 28, would clarify
the definition of "outpatient settings" that are subject to ac
creditation and MBC regulation under AB 595 (Speier) (Chap
ter 1276, Statutes of 1994). AB 595 generally prohibits phy
sicians from performing surgical procedures "where
anesthesia .. .is used .. .in doses that, when administered, have
the probability of placing a patient at risk for loss of the
patient's life-preserving protective reflexes" in unaccredited
outpatient settings. [14:4 CRLR 69] However, this threshold
for mandatory accreditation has proven impossible to define
or enforce. The medical community disagrees over the pre
cise level of anesthesia which would place a patient "at risk
for loss of the patient's life-preserving protective reflexes."
Thus, SB 595 would replace the current threshold for
mandatory accreditation by requiring accreditation, on and
after July 1 , 2000, of all outpatient surgical settings which
use anesthesia, except local anesthesia, minor blocks, or mini
mal oral tranquilization. This bill would also require that ac
credited outpatient facilities have a written transfer agree
ment with a local hospital in the event of an emergency. Al
ternatively, the facility could permit surgery only by licensed
physicians who have admitting privileges at such a hospital.
This bill also contains provisions similar to those in AB 27 1
(Gallegos) (see above), including the requirement that outpa
tient facilities maintain at least two staff members on duty
(one of whom must be a licensed health care provider) when
ever a supervised patient is present. [S. Appr]
• SB 837 (Figueroa), as amended April 28, takes a differ
ent approach to resolving the AB 595 problem than does SB
595 (Speier) (see above). Rather than focusing on the level of
anesthesia used during a procedure, SB 837 would add section
2098 to the Business and Professions Code, defining "cosmetic
surgery" as "any procedure that is perfonned solely to alter or
reshape norqial structures of the body in order to improve ap
pearance." SB 837 would then add section 1248.9 to the Health
and Safety Code, and require that all "cosmetic surgery" pro
cedures be performed in a licensed health care facility or an
accredited outpatient facility. Specifically exempted are minor
procedures such as the removal of cysts, moles, or warts; simple
scar revisions; and the repair of simple lacerations. [S. Appr]
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• SB 836 (Figueroa), as amended April 28, would ex
tend to photographic images existing prohibitions on false,
fraudulent, misleading, and deceptive advertising. Specifi
cally, SB 836 would prohibit the use of any photograph or
other image of a model without clearly stating in a prominent
location in easily readable type the fact that the photograph
or image is of a model . Under this bill, a "model"is anyone
other than an actual patient of the licensee who is advertising
for his/her services. The bill would also ban the use of any
photograph or other image of an actual patient that depicts or
purports to depict the results of any procedure, or presents
"before" and "after" views of a patient, without specifying in
a prominent location in easily readable type size what proce
dures were performed on that patient. [S. Appr]
• SB 835 (Figueroa), as amended April 2 I , responds to
MBC's suggestions that patient safety could be significantly
advanced through a public information campaign targeted at
consumers of plastic and cosmetic surgery. [ 1 6: 1 CRLR 52J
This bill would add Article 1 .5, (commencing with section
2028) to the Business and Professions Code, requiring physi
cians who perform cosmetic surgery to provide information
to the Board regarding their primary practice specialty, the
extent of training received, certification from specialty boards,
medical malpractice coverage and history, hospital privileges,
the accreditation status of facilities where surgeries are per
formed, and cosmetic surgery-related mortality and morbid
ity rates. This bill would also require the Board to make this
information available to the public, either upon request or via
the Internet; require the Board to conduct random audits of
the information submitted to ensure it is factual; authorize
the Board to adopt regulations to further ensure compliance
with these reporting provisions; and authorize the Board to
prohibit a licensee from practicing cosmetic surgery if he/she
fails to comply with the provisions of this bill . [S. Appr]
• SB 450 (Speier), as amended April 28, would require
physicians who are certified by a board or association meet
ing specified criteria, and who so state in any advertising, to
include in that advertising the full name of the certifying board.
The bill would also provide that it is unprofessional conduct
for a physician who performs a body liposuction procedure
outside of a general acute care hospital to extract more than
5,000 cc per procedure. [S. Appr]
SB 1308 (Committee on Business and Professions), as
amended April 1 4, is a DCA-sponsored omnibus bill that
makes numerous technical and conforming changes to exist
ing law governing its occupational licensing agencies. SB
1 308, which is supported by MBC, would (among other
things) make the following changes to the Medical Practice
Act, Business and Professions Code section 2000 et seq. :
• It would amend section 2085 to delete references to the
National Board of Medical Examiners' (NBME) examina
tion for graduates of a special medical school program. The
NBME is no longer administered in the United States. The
new test is the United States Medical Licensing Examination
(USMLE) .

• It would repeal sections 2 1 1 9 and 2 1 78, which refer to
the Federation Licensing Examination; this exam has become
obsolete under the current USMLE examination system.
• It would delete references in section 2 1 1 3 and repeal
section 2 1 68.2(b) which refer to oral examination require
ments for licensing, which were repealed last year in SB 1 98 1
(Greene) (Chapter 736, Statutes o f 1 998) . [ 16: 1 CRLR 5 7J
• It would amend section 2 1 07 to permit applicants for
licensure who graduated from medical school after January
1 , 1 986 to apply unlimited postgraduate study to remedy de
ficiencies in medical school education and training. Current
law allows applicants who graduated before January 1, 1 986
to use unlimited postgraduate study to correct deficiencies
but limits applicants who graduated after that date to 36 hours
of credit.
• For purposes of DOL's midwifery licensing program, it
would revise section 2506's definition of "midwifery accred
iting organization" from one that is recognized by the U.S.
Department of Education to one that is approved by the Board,
enabling MBC to approve other accrediting agencies.
• It would amend sections 25 1 2 .5, 25 1 3, and 2520, relat
ing to examination requirements for midwife licensure. Ex
isting law specifies that the examination must be the equiva
lent of the examination of the American College of Nurse
Midwives and that the fee for the exam must not exceed $350.
However, the currently approved exam now costs $400. These
amendments would permit DOL to approve other examina
tions and would eliminate the reference to cost.
• It would remove references in sections 2565(a), 2566(a),
and 2566.1 (b) to registration of dispensing opticians and spec
tacle and contact lens dispensers which expire less than one
year from issuance, because the renewal period has changed
to no less than one year. [S. Appr]
AB 794 (Corbett), as amended April 27, would clarify
the requirements for Board licensees whose patients' records
are subpoenaed in civil litigation . Among other things, the
bill would prohibit a licensee from restricting the hours for
copying records during normal business hours or requiring
that specific appointments be made to copy records; provide
an exemption for organizations with ten or fewer employees,
which may limit the hours for inspection or copying to any
continuous four-hour period on each business day; provide
that a patient waives the right to object to the release of
personal or employment records when his/her attorney signs
a written authorization, on the patient's behalf, providing for
the release of the records; and provide that deposition offic
ers are not liable for the release of a consumer's personal or
employment records if such officers do not receive proper
notice of the consumer's motion to quash a subpoena duces
tecum, as required by law. [A. Floor]
AB 791 (Thomson and Migden), as amended April 27,
would add pain management and end-of-life care to the
medical school curriculum required for licensure in Cali
fornia. AB 791 would implement a December 1 994 MBC
recommendation to the l egislature following its survey of
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AB 1418 (Strom-Martin). SB 350 (Killea) (Chapter 1 280,
medical schools to determine whether medical students are
Statutes of 1 993) added section 2505 et seq. to the Business
receiving adequate instruction in pain management and end
and Professions Code, which authorizes DOL to license lay
of-life issues. [A. Health]
midwives operating under the supervision of a licensed physi
SB 1128 (Speier). Existing law requires DOL to adopt
cian and requires DOL to adopt regulations for the licensed
and administer standards for continuing medical education
midwife program. [ 13:4 CRLR 61 J Implementation of the pro
(CME) for physicians. Section 1 337, Title 1 6 of the CCR,
gram, however, has proven difficult and licensed midwives
permits physicians to exercise significant discretion in
complain that compliance with existing regulations is impos
choosing which particular courses to take amongst those ap
sible due to the problem of finding physicians willing to serve
proved for credit. In the past, the legislature has concluded
as their supervisors. As introduced February 26, this bill would
that physicians should be more informed about certain sub
delete the requirement for physician supervision and instead
jects, such as child abuse detection and substance abuse by
require licensed midwives and physicians to have a collabora
pregnant women. Rather than mandate CME in these areas,
tive relationship. The bill would also delete the existing mid
however, the legislature has directed DOL to "encourage"
wife-to-physician ratio, modify the disclosures that are to be
physicians to focus on these topics. As amended April 5, SB
made to a client, and provide that a midwife's license may not
1 128 would provide an incentive to physicians to take CME
courses in areas identified by the legislature, by requiring
be revoked or suspended for an incident or conduct occurring
DOL to grant one and one-half hours of credit for every
more than seven years earlier or prior to the initial issuance of
hour of coursework completed on the specified topics, in
the license, subject to specified exceptions. [A. Health]
AB 827 (Baldwin), as amended April 26, is an alterna
stead of the usual one hour of credit. DOL would also be
permitted to offer the additional credit for courses in sub
tive medicine bill sponsored by the California Citizens for
ject areas suggested annually by the Secretary of Health and
Heal t h . AB 8 2 7 would authorize physicians to use
"nonconventional methods" in the treatment of diseases, in
Welfare. [S. Floor]
AB 552 (Thompson), as introduced February 1 8 , would
juries, deformities, and other physical and mental conditions,
and provide that the law governing the licensure and disci
extend until January 1 , 2002 the provisions of AB 745
(Thompson) (Chapter 505, Statutes of 1998), which permit
pline of physicians shall not be construed to prevent the use
l icensed physicians to administer general anesthesia in den
of any system, methods, or mode of treating the sick or af
tists' offices upon inspection of the facility and the payment
flicted, whether conventional or nonconventional, for which
of a fee. [16:1 CRLR 59] [A. Floor]
the licensee has a reasonable expectation of efficacy. The term
AB 1592 (Aroner), as amended April 15, would enact the
"nonconventional methods" means those health care meth
ods of diagnosis, treatment, or intervention that are not ac
Death with Dignity Act, and permit a terminally ill patient to
request medication to end his/her life in a humane and digni
knowledged to be conventional, but that may be offered by
fied manner. Modeled after similar legislation in Oregon, this
some licensed physicians in addition to, or as an alternative
bill would authorize attending physicians to prescribe medica
to, conventional medicine, and that provide a reasonable po
tion for the purpose of hastening death, provided certain pro
tential for therapeutic gain in a patient's medical condition
cedural safeguards are followed. First, the patient must be ter
not reasonably outweighed by the risk of those methods.
minally rather than chronically ill, as determined by at least
AB 827 would require all health care practitioners who
choose to provide nonconven-tional treatment to a patient to
two qualified physicians. Second, the patient must make an
informed request both orally and in writing for medication,
provide to the patient information on the possible benefits and
risks; the foreseeable outcomes; the
and must reiterate that request
not less than 1 5 days after mak
provider's education, training, and ex
AB 1 592 (Aroner),as amended April 1 5, would
ing the initial request. In addi
perience in relation to the contem
enact the Death with Dignity Act, and permit
tion, the bill would prohibit life,
plated treatment; and any other truth
a terminally ill patient to request medication
ful and nonmisleading information
health, and accident insurance
to end his/her life in a humane and dignified
that the patient and his/her parent,
from being conditioned on such
manner.
patient requests and would also
guardian, or conservator, as appropri
ate, require in order to make an in
prohibit active euthanasia and
formed and understanding determination regarding whether to
mercy killing.
undertake or refuse the recommended nonconventional treat
Proponents, including the American Civil Liberties Union
ment. Under AB 827, such additional information includes the
and more than 1 ,000 individual citizens, view this measure
following: ( I ) a description of how the nonconventional treat
as a humane and dignified end-of-life option for dying pa
ment or remedy affects the body; (2) the existence of scientific
tients suffering intractable pain. Opposition-from religious
literature that reports on or reviews the medical claims in rela
groups and health care providers, including the California
tion to the treatment recommended, and (3) information re
Medical Association---cites concern about the potential for
garding the degree of acceptance of the treatment by the medi
abuse, including active euthanasia as well as more subtle forms
cal community.
of coercion such as societal and family pressure. [A . Appr]
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AB 827 would also provide that in the investigation of
complaints involving issues of specialty clinical practice, in
vestigators must consult experts who are of the same specialty
of practice; in the investigation of complaints involving
nonconventional clinical practice, investigators--!Dust consult
experts who dedicate a significant portion of their practice to
nonconventional health care and diagnosis. Finally, AB 827
would allow the use of any health care remedy, procedure, or
treatment not generally accepted by the majority of the health
care practice community, including dietary supplements and
homeopathy, for the treatment of cancer. The Medical Board
has not yet taken a position on this bill. [A. Health}

California, 51 Cal. App. 4th 1 240 ( 1997), the Second Dis

trict Court of Appeal held that section 2337 violates a
physician's right to appellate review, which is guaranteed by
the California constitution. However, the First District Court
of Appeal in Landau v. Superior Court (Medical Board of
California), 60 Cal. App. 4th 940 ( 1998), upheld the validity
of the same statute, finding that review by way of an extraor
dinary writ satisfies the constitutional guarantee. [16: 1 CRLR
59-60J In early 1999, two other courts have joined the Landau
camp. In unpublished decisions, the Fourth District Court of
Appeal in Shahhal v. Medical Board of California, No.
D03 1407 ( 1 999), and the Third District Court of Appeal in
Driss v. Medical Board of California, No. C029353 (1999),
LITIGATION
both found that section 2337 does not violate the California
constitution.
The Supreme Court has granted review in these
In American Academy of Pain Management v. Joseph,
cases
and
deferred
further action pending a decision in Leone
No. CV-96-02 108-LKK (U.S.D.C., E.D. Cal.), the American
and
Landau.
Academy of Pain Management (AAPM) has challenged
The California Supreme Court is also considering Potvin
DOL's 1997 denial of its application for approval as a spe
v.
Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co. , 54 Cal. App. 4th 936
cialty board under Business and Professions Code section 65 1 .
(1997),
in
which
the
Second District Court of Appeal affirmed
DOL's denial prevents AAPM members from advertising
a physician's right to procedural due process when being ter
themselves as "board certified" in California. AAPM argues
minated by managed care providers and physician groups. In
that section 65 1 and the Division's regulations implementing
the case, the issue is whether an independent contractor physi
it are unconstitutional, in that they impermissibly infringe on
cian is entitled to notice and opportunity to be heard before his
AAPM's commercial speech rights under the first amendment.
membership in a mutual insurer provider network may be terIn addition to challenging the statute on its merits, AAPM
minated notwithstanding an at-will
sought a preliminary injunction
provision in the agreement. In
against DOL. The U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Still pending before the California Supreme April 1997, the Second District
California found "serious ques Court are several cases which will decide the Court of Appeal held that a physi
tions regarding whether plaintiffs' constitutionality of Business and Professions cian who was a participating mem
speech is protected by the First C o d e s e c tion 2 3 3 7 , whi c h was recently ber of a managed health care net
Amendment," and denied the amended to require a physician to appeal a work provided by an insurance
motion in May 1997; the Ninth s u perior court decision affirming D M Q 's company had a common law right
Circuit upheld the district court's discipline of a medical license by way of a to fair procedure before the insur
ance company could terminate his
ruling in September 1998. On De petition for an extraordinary writ.
membership. The court stated that
cember 28, AAPM filed a petition
membership in an association (including a hospital staff), once
for certiorari with the U.S. Supreme Court, seeking review
attained, is a valuable interest which cannot be arbitrarily with
of the Ninth Circuit's decision. On March 8, the high court
drawn. Procedural fairness in the form of adequate notice of
rejected the petition. At this writing, the case is expected to
the charges brought against the individual and an opportunity
go to trial on the merits during the fall of 1999.
to respond is an indispensable prerequisite for one's expulsion
Still pending before the California Supreme Court are
from
membership, and "overrides a provision in the agreement
several cases which will decide the constitutionality of Busi
between
the two [parties] allowing termination without cause."
ness and Professions Code section 2337, which was recently
The
court
based its decision on the premise that health plans
amended to require a physician to appeal a superior court
control
a
physician's economic well-being by acting as
decision affirming DMQ's discipline of a medical license by
gatekeepers
between doctors and their patients. Metropolitan
way of a petition for an extraordinary writ. Section 2337 was
controlled
substantial
economic interests, as demonstrated by
amended in a series of bills sponsored by the Center for Pub
the
number
of
physicians
in its networks as well as the adverse
lic Interest Law during the early 1990s, following its 1989
effect
on
Potvin's
practice
following his "deselection."
study indicating that a typical physician discipline case can
take six to eight years-during which time most respondent
RECENT M E ETI NGS
physicians continue to practice with an unrestricted license.
[9:2 CRLR 1 J The extraordinary writ procedure permits the
At the full Board's February 6 meeting, MBC Presi
court to reject a nonmeritorious case after full briefing, but
dent Tom Joas, MD, announced that Governor Wilson 's
without the oral argument and written decision required by
1 998 reappointments of three Board members (physician
full appellate procedure. In Leone v. Medical Board of
member Robert de! Junco and public members Phil Pace
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and Stewart Hsieh) and his appoi n tmen t of Thomas
Haider, MD, had been cancelled by Governor Davis.
While the four members had been appointed by Gover
n or Wilson in 1 998, the Senate Rules Committee did n ot
h old confirmation hearings during 1 998 and Governor
Davi s cancelled their appointments u pon taking office in
1 999. At this writing, Govern or Davis has not yet ap
pointed their replacements .
At DOL' s February 5 meeting, public member Bruce
Hasenkamp provided an oral report on the Division's recent
site visit to inspect medical schools in the Philippines. DOL
last visited Philippine medical schools twelve years ago, and
conducted its recent site visit in conjunction with plans to
reexamine the standards it uses to review all foreign medical
schools. Because graduates of Philippine medical schools
comprise one of the largest groups of California licensure
applicants from any foreign country, it is essential that they
are adequately prepared for practice in California. The Divi
sion visited four medical schools in Manila: the University
of Santo Tomas, the University of the East, Far Eastern Uni
versity, and the University of the Philippines. The Division
spent one full day at each school reviewing basic science edu
cation, and another full day observing clinical programs. DOL
members also met with representatives of medical licensing
and accreditation agencies. Mr. Hasenkamp reported that the
state of medical education in the Philippines is much improved
since the Division's last visit, and is more than adequate to
meet California's standards. At this writing, a written report
on the site visit is expected in May.

Also at its February meeting, DOL voted to contract with
the Federation of State Medical B oards (FSMB) for "full ser
vice" administration of the U .S. Medical Licensing Exami
nation (USMLE) given to applicants for state medical licenses.
The U SMLE exam is a three-part test. Parts one and two are
administered by medical schools, while part three is admin
istered by state medical boards. Beginning in 1 999, FSMB
will convert from a traditional pencil and paper examination
to a computer-based test and will offer two choices for test
administration. The "test administration only" would require
DOL to continue its current procedures for processing step
three, while the new full service opti on would transfer re
sponsibility for all aspects of the examination process (in
cluding processing, distribution, and review) to FSMB. DOL
Assistant Manager Melinda Acosta noted that fees for the full
service option may increase from those currently charged to
applicants. In that event, DOL will need to seek a legislative
change, as current law limits the total fee that can be charged
per applicant .

FUTURE MEETI NGS

May 6-8, 1 999 in Sacramento.
July 30-August I , 1 999 in San Francisco.
November 4-6, 1 999 in San Diego.
February 3-5, 2000 in Los Angeles.
May I 1 - 1 3, 2000 in Sacramento.
July 27-29, 2000 in San Francisco.
November 2-4, 2000 in San Diego.

Board of Registered Nursing

Executive Officer: Ruth Ann Terry ♦ (916) 322-3350 ♦ Internet: www. rn.ca.gov/

he B oard of Registered Nursing (BRN) is a consumer
protection agency within the state Department of Con
sumer Affairs (DCA) . Pursuant to the Nursing Prac
tice Act, Business and Professions Code section 2700 et seq.,
B RN licenses registered nurses (RNs) and certifies nurse
midwives (CNMs), nurse practitioners (NPs), nurse anesthe
tists (NAs), public health nurses (PHNs), and clinical nurse
specialists (CNSs) . BRN also establishes accreditation re
quirements for California nursing schools and reviews nurs
ing school criteria; receives and investigates complaints
against its licensees; and takes disciplinary action as appro
priate. BRN's regulations implementing the Nursing Prac
tice Act are codified in Division 14, Title 1 6 of the California
Code of Regulations (CCR) .
The nine-member B oard consists of three public mem
bers, three RNs actively engaged in patient care, one licensed
RN administrator of a nursing service, one nurse educator,
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and one licensed physician . All serve
four-year terms. The B oard, which is
currently staffed by 95 people, is fi
nanced by licensing fees and receives
no allocation from the general fund.
Two new members joined the B oard in early 1 999. Sandra
Erickson has been appointed to fill the Board' s nurse admin
istrator position, and LaFrancine Tate is the newest public
member. Erickson was appointed by former Governor Wil
son, and Tate was appointed by Senate President pro Tern
pore John Burton .

MAJOR PROJECTS

Board Plans I 999 Rulemaking

At its February 5 meeting, the B oard reviewed and ap
proved its 1 999 Rulemaking Calendar. During the next
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